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KALEID-ESCAPE

A journey through colourful landscapes
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With the guys at 2LG Studio

The Perfect Fusion

Scavolini and Diesel Living join forces

Eye Candy

India Mahdavi’s collaboration with Bisazza

Kaleid-Escape

A journey through colourful landscapes
In the bathroom, trends move

Shores

at a different pace. We see
new concepts emerge as the
wider interior design world
moves the dial, then quietly
build up momentum to become
MR¾YIRXMEPFEXLVSSQXVIRHWMR

Volcanic

their own right. In 2019 that
shift will manifest itself in a
OEPIMHSWGSTISJGSPSYVW½RMWLIW
and shapes. There¹s never been
a better time to escape the
restraints of minimalism and
have a little bit of fun with
bathroom design.
C.P. Hart has spread its net
world-wide to source the most
exciting new innovations from
leading product creators and
manufacturers, including
½VWXXSQEVOIXTVSHYGXWERH
exclusive designer collaborations.

Trend 1: Volcanic
2EXYVEPQEXIVMEPWGSRXMRYIXSHSQMREXIMRXIVMSVWERHEVIFIMRKTEMVIH[MXLIEVXLMIVGSPSYVWERHMRHYWXVMEP½\XYVIWERH
½XXMRKW%ZIVWEXMPIXVIRHEXLSQIMRFSXLQSHIVRERHGPEWWMGWIXXMRKWXLIRI[REXYVIMRWTMVIHFEXLVSSQEGGIRXYEXIWXLI
rich warmth of wood and subtle veining of stone with much deeper colourways and brushed materials. Think burnt orange
XMPIW[MXLEFVSR^IXETSVKYRQIXEPWLS[IV½XXMRKWWIXEKEMRWXEWEKIKVIIRZERMX]YRMX

Trend 3: Pastures
Pastel tones have been infusing interior design schemes for over a decade but it’s
SRP]RS[XLEX[I´VIWIIMRKXLIMVMR¾YIRGIMRFEXLVSSQHIWMKR7SVFIXWLEHIWEVI
being seen increasingly on basins and furniture, with muted blues, yellows and greens
the most prominent shades to look out for in 2019. Key to this trend is the subtle
application of colour. Make an ice-blue vanity unit or yellow basin the basis of your
scheme and then embellish with a beautifully sculptured tap, intricate tiles and plants.

Trend 4: Shores
One of the most exciting trends for 2019 is the emergence of pop colours. Bright,
JYRERHIZIVWSWPMKLXP]VIXVSXLMWXVIRHMWHI½RIHF]XLIYWISJPMKLXLIEVXIHMGI
cream tones and bold primary accents as an antidote to calm neutrals. Say hello to
statement sanitaryware in vibrant colours, jewel-tone taps, decorative wallpaper and
geometric prints as colour and pattern take centre stage. This trend is all about having
a little bit of fun with design to breathe new life into your bathroom.

2. Alpine - Artelinea Dama

1.Volcanic - Scavolini Diesel Open Workshop

Trend 2: Alpine
Blue is fast becoming the new neutral in the bathroom. Watery blues, bright teals and deep indigos are all a revitalising choice in a room devised around water use, and are
being used with clean white vanity units and natural materials to energise a bathroom scheme. What¹s set to turn our heads in 2019 is the emergence of blue sanitaryware
as a cool alternative to white. Look out for powdery blue baths, basins and WCs teamed with polished chrome or gold taps. Clean white furniture anchors the trend and is
TEVXMGYPEVP]WXVMOMRK[LIR½RMWLIH[MXLQEVFPIHSSVJVSRXWSVXI\XYVIHWXSRIWYVJEGIW

3. Pastures - Cielo Elle Ovale

4. Shores - Bisazza Bagno Mahdavi Collection

HOT Couture

Meet
Studio
Founded in 2014 by Jordan Cluroe and
Russell Whitehead, 2LG Studio is an
Interior Design practice based in
south-east London. The creative duo has
been described by the Sunday Times as
“the rising stars of the interiors scene.”
Their adaptable and personal approach
to design allows them to respond
YRMUYIP]XSXLIWTIGM½GLYQERRIIHW
of each project. They take pride in
combining form, function and decorative
joy in equal measure.
Originally hailing from a theatre
background, collaboration has always
been key to their work and has naturally
progressed into their design ethic. They
are driven by the creative desire to give
a platform to new talents in the design
world, as well as giving life to new designs
of their own. They’re committed not
only to seeking out cutting-edge new
processes and materials, but applying
them to the design of peoples’ homes.
Their award-winning design blog is their
outlet for this collaborative voice, and
acts as a platform to showcase their
process and that of other new talents.
Jordan and Russell are also the new
SJ½GMEP,SYWI(SGXSVWJSVXLI1IXVS
Newspaper, a weekly interiors column.

Case Study

Granville Park
A project for a young family, the brief was to create a fresh and vibrant
space, using a strong sense of symmetry throughout. The mint walls were
to be contrasted with a pink basin originally but after receiving charcoal
concrete samples it was decided that the darker option grounded the
fresh wall colours and gave the space structure. The biggest challenge for
this bathroom was space-planning. The family wanted a freestanding bath,
shower and double basin vanity unit. Clever solutions, such as a bespoke
frameless shower screen and smaller basins, ensured the brief was met
without compromising on functionality or making the space cramped.
The bathroom image had an amazing reception online and won the overall
Pinterest UK prize for the Best Interior Design. “This is perhaps down to the
bespoke vanity unit we had made out of recycled plastic. It is showstopping
and nods to a big resurgence of interest in terrazzo.” 2LG Studio

The London-based interior design company, 2LG Studio, were chosen to interpret our predicted trends for 2019.
The creative duo, Jordan Cluroe and Russell Whitehead, composed a powerful and palpable room-set in
VIHERHTMROXLEXGSQFMRIWRI[½RMWLIWERHFSPHTVSHYGXW
Working with the luxury bathroom
retailer¹s in-house design team for several
months, they have produced a bespoke
room-set. This was revealed at C.P. Hart¹s
2019 product launch in November.
2LG Studio said “When C.P. Hart
approached us to work on this project
with them we were thrilled. We have
WTIGM½IHTVSHYGXXLVSYKLXLIQJSVSYV
private residential clients many times
and love the product collections that
they offer.”
2LG Studio worked with the in-house
team to select cutting-edge products to
create their colourful bathroom design.
The Bette bath was custom made in
magnolia pink to complete the
dual-coloured design with the Rho basin
from Kast in a matching hue. Fantini
provides a dose of fun with its I Balocchi
pop-art style brassware and freestanding
WLS[IVMREGYWXSQEPPVIH½RMWL
”Jordan and Russell have such
a signature style and always
embrace colour which makes
this collaboration work so well.
C.P. Hart has been championing
colour in the bathroom for quite
some time now, so it¹s been
great to work with designers
who enjoy the bright and have
created something bold for us.”
commented Rachel Martin,
Merchandising Director.

Bisazza¹s Opus Romano Matt tiles in pink and red pull this forward look together. “Red and
pink is an iconic colour combo. It is a combo that has been in our minds for a long time and
this was the perfect opportunity to experiment with it. Once we knew that Bisazza were on
board too, we knew that their extensive range of colours in matt and gloss would give us
the perfect opportunity to blend colours and create a jewellery box of a bathroom.”
“The brief was to work with the theme “kaleid-escape” and we wanted to reference this by
creating something that may look unassuming on the outside but is thrilling on the inside.
Reveal moments excite us in interiors and this bathroom design is all about that.” With the
help of Beck Interiors, the set was designed with cut-out moon
shapes to encourage the viewer to move around the room and
see it from new and unusual angles.
The studio cited the American fashion title Paper Magazine as
a source of inspiration. “It had the most incredible red and pink
cover the month we sat down to create the concepts. We also
have a passion for Italian design and for movies. This month sees
XLIVIPIEWISJXLIVIQEOISJWGYPXLSVVSV½PQ7YWTMVMERS[
directed by Luca Guadagnino and starring the goddess that is Tilda
Swinton. We couldn’t be more excited about it and it has been a
FMKMR¾YIRGISRXLIHIWMKRSJXLIMRWXEPPEXMSRJSV'4,EVX²
The collaboration is part of C.P. Hart¹s dedicated activity to bring
consumers the latest in product and interior design. The roomWIX[MPPFISRHMWTPE]MR'4,EVX´W¾EKWLMT;EXIVPSSWLS[VSSQ
throughout 2019. C.P. Hart will also be showcasing the latest
collections in its gallery space which includes new designs from
Bisazza, Bette, Scavolini and more. C.P. Hart also issued its
Trend Report for 2019 - now available to Press.

Diesel Open Workshop

1EKRM½GE

The

Perfect Fusion

1EKRM½GE

Luxury Italian brand, Scavolini, has a reputation for creating kitchen collections driven by functional and
innovative design. Now revolutionising bathroom furniture, Scavolini and Diesel Living have presented
a pioneering project that breathes new life into the concept of industrial minimalism. Warm hues sit
harmoniously alongside matt materials and large mirrored surfaces for a unique interpretation of
bathroom furnishings.

Diesel Open Workshop

Magnifica
7GEZSPMRMñWRI[1EKRM½GEVERKI[IEVWMXW-XEPMERLIEVXSRMXWWPIIZI&SXLGPEWWMGEPERHGSRXIQTSVEV]MRWX]PIXLMWVIQEVOEFPIGSPPIGXMSR
¾EYRXWEVI½RIHIPIKERGIXLEXFPYVWXLIPMRIFIX[IIRXLIFEXLVSSQERHEHNSMRMRKPMZMRKEVIEW[MXLEGLSMGISJLMKLKPSWWSVSTEUYI
PEGUYIVIHHSSVWLERHPISTXMSRWERHERI\XIRWMZITEPIXXISJHMJJIVIRX½RMWLIW%RHXLIFIWTSOIREXYVISJXLMWVERKIHSIWRñXIRHXLIVI
GSYRXIVXSTWGERFIWTIGM½IHMREZEVMIX]SJQEXIVMEPWMRGPYHMRK'VMWXEPTPERXKVERMXIGSQTSWMXIQEVFPIERHWXSRI(IWMKRIV+MERRM4EVIWGLM
LEWXVYP]TPEGIH³[IPPFIMRK´JVSRXERHGIRXVISJXLIWITMIGIWSJJYVRMXYVIEPPS[MRK]SYXSGYWXSQMWIXLIQXS½XIJJSVXPIWWP]MRXS]SYVLSQI

A New View
Karol Kut Collection
Karol has a reputation for looking beyond
the norm and introducing original
silhouettes to the bathroom world. The
Kut collection is a prime example. Circling
the vanity unit, hidden folds come to light,
giving the furniture an origami-esque
composition. Within the drawers can be
found a range of internal accessories,
such as a brush holder and tissue box,
bringing order to your daily routine.
A variety of brushed metallic handle
½RMWLIWEVIGSQTPIQIRXIHF]MRXIKVEXIH
tops in Marquina or white-grey marble,
resulting in a supremely tactile form.
Pair with Gessi or MGS brassware for a
sophisticated union.
.

Fantini Brassware
Located on the serene shores of
Lake Orta in Italy, family-run Fantini
manufactures forward-thinking brassware
that makes a style statement while
remaining supremely functional. C.P. Hart
MWTVSYHXS[IPGSQIXLIMVPY\YV]½XXMRKW
to its stable of product collections, from
the pop-art-esque I Balocchi collection as seen in 2LG Studio¹s colourful
VSSQWIXXSXLIXMQIPIWWERHVI½RIH
Icona Classic.
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Dornbracht Alape Basins
Dornbracht¹s Alape basins adopt a series
of new shades inspired by the nuances of
water. The deep blues and greens found
MRXLISGIEREVIXLIPEXIWX½RMWLIW
available in the Terra and Aqua
countertop basin ranges.

1. Fantini Milano Bath Shower Mixer
2 Alape Terra Basin in Gravel Matt
3 Fantini Mint Wall Mounted Basin Mixer
4 Alape Terra Basin in Nordic Matt

Karol Kut

5. Alape Terra Basins in Assorted Finishes
6. Fantini Nostromo Basin Mixer
7. Alape Aqua Finish Basin in Deep Indigo
8. Fantini AL23 Basin Mixer

9. Fantini Icona Deco Basin Mixer
10. Alape Metallic Basin in Dark Iron
11. Fantini I Balocchi Basin Mixer
12. Alape Aqua Basin in Deep Green

CAPITAL
SHADES
C.P. Hart’s exclusive London collection is steeped in tradition,
with its robust lines and elegant curves crafted in the Potteries,
the heart of the British ceramic industry for over 200 years.
Previously available in the classic choices of white and black,
London is now bringing colour to the traditional bathroom
[MXL1SWIPI]&PYIERH7XSRI][IPP7PEXI½RMWLIW¯XLIMHIEP
EGGSQTERMQIRXXSSYVZEWXVERKISJFVEWW[EVI½RMWLIWWYGL
as weathered bronze, nickel and gold. A classic revisited.

EYE
CANDY
Comic-book chic has exploded in the bathroom thanks to India Mahdavi¹s
bold collaboration with Bisazza. The avocado of old has made way for delicious
shades of blueberry, strawberry and pistachio, whetting the appetite for
MR½RMXIHIWMKRTSWWMFMPMXMIWVIZSPZMRKEVSYRHXLITPE]JYPGYVZIWSJXLIGSPPIGXMSR
Pinstripe mosaic walls further enhance the vibrant sensorial experience.

COSMIC
ORDERING
Diesel Living and Modena-based Iris
Ceramica have united to devise a
new generation of ceramic surfaces,
umistakably different. Inspired by
an eclectic selection of materials,
including concrete, glass, jute and
canvas, these eye-catching wall tiles are
particularly well suited to an industrial
or metropolitan backdrop with their
HMWXMRGXMZIYVFER¾EZSYV
The Cosmic Marble collection will
give your bathroom an otherworldly
beauty with its nod to shapes and grains
MR¾YIRGIHF]XLIWYVJEGIWSJQSSRWERH
planets. Warm, rich tones are punctuated
with dreamy swirls for close encounters
of the very best kind.

Cosmic Marble Collection

BETTELUXE
IN SATIN BLUE

Launched in a new hue at this year¹s
Salone del Mobile, Bette¹s freestanding
BetteLux Oval bath is now available in Satin Blue,
a shimmering shade that opens up a multitude
of possibilities for breathtaking bathroom design.
The introduction of this new colour reinforces
the notion that people are becoming more
experimental with their interiors, and increasingly
opting for glamour over minimalism.
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